Abstract. The fitness landscape encodes the mapping of genotypes to fitness and provides a succinct representation of possible trajectories followed by an evolving population. Evolutionary accessibility is quantified by the existence of fitnessmonotonic paths connecting far away genotypes. Studies of accessibility percolation use probabilistic fitness landscape models to explore the emergence of such paths as a function of the initial fitness, the parameters of the landscape or the structure of the genotype graph. This chapter reviews these studies and discusses their implications for the predictability of evolutionary processes.
Introduction
An evolving population traces out a path in the space of genetic sequences or genotypes. Depending on the level of resolution, the genotype may be described in terms of nucleotide bases, amino acid residues or the alleles of genes. It has been recognized for a long time that sequence spaces are vast, and that only a tiny fraction of all sequences code for viable phenotypes. This raises the question of how evolution nevertheless manages to navigate these spaces across macroevolutionary distances [3, 35] .
An early mathematical formulation of this problem was presented by John Maynard Smith, who estimated the fraction of functional proteins from a percolation argument [41] . Assuming that evolution is restricted to proceed by single amino acid substitutions, he conceptualized the space of all protein sequences as a network where each protein is connected to its n one-step mutant neighbours, and a fraction p of proteins is functional. It is then plausible (and can be proved [23, 54, 55] ) that a large connected component of functional proteins exists with high probability if pn > 1. Since typically n ∼ 10 3 , only a small fraction of proteins has to be functional to ensure evolvability over large genetic distances.
In this chapter we introduce and review a different kind of percolation problem motivated by evolutionary adaptation. In its most general form the problem of accessibility percolation can be formulated as follows [44] . Consider a graph G = (V, E) where each vertex x ∈ V is labeled by a real-valued random number f x drawn from a joint continuous distribution. We call a path between two vertices x, y accessible if the random numbers along the path are monotonically increasing, and we ask for the probability of existence of such a path when the distance d(x, y) between the two points (and the size of the graph) becomes large.
This notion of evolutionary accessibility was first introduced by Daniel Weinreich and collaborators [66] . In a seminal empirical study they constructed and characterized all 2 5 = 32 combinations of 5 point mutations in the bacterial antibiotic resistance gene TEM-1 β-lactamase [67] . TEM-1 confers resistance to ampicillin but has very low activity against the third-generation cephalosporin β-lactam cefotaxime. In combination, the 5 point mutations in TEM-1 increase the baseline resistance against cefotaxime (measured in terms of the concentration up to which bacterial growth is possible) by a factor of about 10
5 . The aim of the study was to reconstruct the mutational pathways along which the highly resistant mutant could arise, assuming that mutations occur one at a time and that every step has to provide a benefit in terms of increased resistance. Since each path corresponds to a particular order of occurrence of the mutational steps, there are 5! = 120 distinct paths, of which only 18 were found to be accessible. This observation lead the authors to conclude that adaptive evolution is more constrained, and hence more predictable, than previously appreciated.
Along with other related empirical studies [36, 53] , the work of Weinreich et al. motivated the first theoretical investigations of evolutionary accessibility in random fitness landscapes [9, 21] . Here the term fitness landscape refers to the assignment of fitness values to genotypes that are connected by mutations [15, 16, 19, 61, 63] . In terms of the general definition of accessibility percolation given above, the graph of interest in this case is the space of genetic sequences endowed with the standard Hamming metric, and the random labels encode fitness or some proxy thereof, such as antibiotic resistance. The precise mathematical setting will be introduced in the next section, and the basic phenomenology will be explained with particular emphasis on the occurrence of abrupt, percolation-like transitions in the accessibility properties. Section 3 reviews accessibility percolation on trees, which sheds additional light on the role of graph geometry, and some generalizations of the standard models will be discussed in Sections 4 and 5. Concluding remarks addressing the relation between accessibility and predictability as well as the role of accessible paths in the evolutionary dynamics are presented in Sect. 6 . In addition to a survey of the literature, some unpublished new results are reported in Sections 2.3 and 5.
Accessibility percolation in sequence space
Genotypes are encoded by sequences x of length L with entries drawn from an alphabet A = {0, 1, 2, .., a − 1} of size |A| = a. The elements of A will be referred to as alleles. The Hamming distance between two genotypes x, y is defined by Fitness values f x are drawn from a continuous distribution and assigned independently ‡ to genotypes [30] . Since accessibility depends only on the rank ordering of genotypes, the distribution of fitness values does not need to be specified. In the following we assume without loss of generality that the f x are uniformly distributed on [0, 1].
The quantity of main interest in this chapter is the number of accessible evolutionary paths between two genotypes x, y with f y > f x . Throughout we will denote this integervalued, non-negative random variable by X and use subscripts to indicate its dependence on various attributes. While it would be desirable to characterize the full distribution of X, we will mostly be restricted to statements about the expectation E(X) and the probability of existence of at least one path P(X ≥ 1). Colloquially, we will sometimes say that a genotype space is accessible (inaccessible) if
Directed paths
A path of length ℓ between two genotypes x, y is a sequence
The assumption of strict independence will be dropped in Section 4.
and it is accessible if
Along a directed path the distance to the target genotype y decreases by one in each step, which implies that ℓ = d(x, y) and d(x, x i ) = i. The properties of directed paths do not depend on the number of alleles, since the only mutations that occur along such a path convert an allele of the initial genotype x into the corresponding allele of the final genotype y [68] . There are ℓ such mutations that can occur in arbitrary order, hence the total number of directed paths is ℓ!. We begin by computing the expected number of accessible directed paths conditioned on the fitness difference β = f y − f x > 0. The condition (3) implies that all intermediate fitness values must lie between f x and f y , which happens with probability β ℓ−1 , and additionally they have to be ordered, which happens with probability
Multiplying the probability with the total number of directed paths we arrive at [25] 
For any fixed β < 1, the expectation tends to zero for ℓ → ∞, and by Markov's inequality we conclude that lim ℓ→∞ P(X ℓ,β ≥ 1) = 0 as well. If β is allowed to vary with ℓ as β ℓ = 1 − ǫ ℓ such that ǫ ℓ → 0, the expectation (4) vanishes in the limit if ǫ ℓ > ln ℓ ℓ and diverges if ǫ ℓ < ln ℓ ℓ . In the latter case no statement about the existence of accessible paths can be inferred from Markov's inequality, but using the second moment inequality [1] 
Hegarty and Martinsson showed that the upper bound provided by the first moment is essentially tight, in the sense that [25] 
where δ ℓ > 0 with lim ℓ→∞ ℓδ ℓ = ∞. Thus for directed paths a transition from low to high accessibility occurs near β = 1, and this result can be read off from the behaviour of the expectation E(X). The full distribution of the number of accessible directed paths was obtained by Berestycki, Brunet and Shi [5] . Working in a scaling limit where ǫ ℓ = C ℓ for ℓ → ∞ with C > 0, they show that X ℓ,β /ℓ converges in law to exp(−C) times the product of two standard independent exponential random variables. The result (6) can also be applied to the setting originally considered in [21] , where the paths were constrained to end at the global fitness maximum (which corresponds to setting f y = 1) but the initial fitness was not specified. This amounts to integrating (4) with respect to β. Remarkably, the result
is independent of ℓ and thus illustrates the fact that the directed hypercube is "marginally" accessible. Whereas (7) could naively be interpreted to imply that accessible paths are likely to exist, the simulations reported in [21] showed that most realizations of landscapes had X = 0, and the unit mean value was achieved through rare instances with X ≫ 1. On the basis of (6) these instances are understood to be those where the initial fitness happens to be below ln ℓ ℓ .
Paths with backsteps
From a biological perspective there is no good reason to exclude the possibility of mutational reversions, where a mutation that occurs at some point along the path is later reverted. Specializing to the biallelic case with a = 2, a path between two genotypes at distance D that includes k reversions has total length ℓ = D + 2k, since each reversion has to be compensated by an additional forward step. When mutations are rare, evolution is expected to proceed preferentially along the shortest paths, and longer paths are obviously also less likely to be accessible. This disadvantage may however be offset by the enormous increase in the number of possible paths, which merely have to be self-avoiding. A re-analysis of the 5-dimensional TEM-1 β-lactamase resistance landscape of Weinreich et al. [67] that included mutational reversions found a moderate increase in the number of accessible paths, from 18 to 27 [13] . At the same time the number of possible paths increases from 120 to 18,651,552,840. For hypercubes of dimension L ≥ 6 the total number P L of self-avoiding paths is not explicitly known, but it can be shown to grow double-exponentially as [6] 
This coincides with the behaviour of the naive estimate P L ∼ L 2 L obtained by noting that a self-avoiding path takes at most 2 L steps, and that each step can proceed in L different directions.
In the following we consider the binary hypercube of dimension L and ask for the number of general (undirected) accessible paths connecting two genotypes x, y at distance D = d(x, y) that differ in fitness by β = f y − f x > 0. An expression for the expected number of paths can be formally written down along the lines of Eq. (4) as
where a L,D,k is the number of self-avoiding paths with k reversions that cover a distance D on a hypercube of dimension L. Through a careful analysis of the asymptotics of the a L,D,k , Berestycki et al. showed that in the joint limit L, D → ∞ at fixed α = D/L the expected number of accessible paths converges as [6] 
Similar to the directed path case discussed previously, when the right hand side of (10) is less than 1, it follows from Markov's inequality that lim L→∞ P(X L,αL,β ≥ 1) = 0. The
.. at α = 1 and tends to 0 for α → 0. Berestycki et al. conjectured that, similar to the directed case, the expectation (10) "tells the truth", in the sense that lim L→∞ P(X L,αL,β ≥ 1) = 1 when β > β * (α). This conjecture was proven independently by Martinsson [38] and Li [34] . Martinsson's proof § makes use of an ingenious mapping to first passage percolation on the hypercube, which allows him to refer to earlier results for the latter problem [39] .
Thus we see that the extension to undirected paths fundamentally changes the nature of the problem, in that the transition to high accessibility now occurs at a nontrivial threshold fitness β * < 1. Moreover, the fact that β * decreases with decreasing α shows that, in contrast to the directed path case, the genotypes that do not lie "between" the initial and final point of the path cannot be ignored. Evolutionary accessibility increases when D decreases relative to L because of the contribution from paths that accumulate and later revert mutations that are part of neither the initial nor the final genotype.
Multiple alleles
In sequence spaces with more than two alleles (a > 2) mutational paths can include "sideways" steps where the distance to the initial and final point neither decreases nor increases, because a site mutates to an allele that is contained in neither the initial nor the final genotype. Zagorski et al. carried out simulations of mutational paths in multiallelic sequence spaces and found a significant increase of accessibility with increasing a that is caused mainly by sideways steps [68] .
In the following we summarize the main results of a recent analytic study of this problem [60] . For this purpose we formalize the mutational structure on the allele set A through the adjacency matrix A of the mutation graph, with elements A kk = 0 and A kl = 1 iff mutations can occur from allele k to allele l, where k, l ∈ A. Then the limiting behaviour of the expected number of accessible paths between two genotypes x, y is given by
where p kl (x, y) denotes the asymptotic fraction of sites at which τ i (x) = k and τ i (y) = l. The information about the Hamming distance between x and y is contained in the p kl through the relation
but in general the number of paths depends on the entire allelic composition of the initial and final genotypes. An important special case is the complete mutation graph, § For technical reasons Martinsson's proof is limited to the range α ≥ 0.002. In biological terms, these are genotypes that cannot be generated from the initial and final genotype by crossover.
where A kl = 1 − δ kl . In the biallelic case considered previously this implies A 2 = 1, and therefore e βA = sinh(β)A + cosh(β)1. Observing further that p 01 + p 10 = α and p 11 + p 00 = 1 − α, the expression (11) is seen to reduce to (10) .
As before, the expression (11) can be invoked together with Markov's inequality to derive a lower bound β * on the critical fitness difference below which lim L→∞ P(X x,y,β ≥ 1) = 0. For the complete mutation graph over a alleles and initial and final genotypes at maximal distance d = L, the eqnarray for β * (a) reads
which can be solved explicitly for a ≤ 4. In particular, for the case of the 4-letter nucleotide alphabets of RNA and DNA the threshold fitness is
For large a the solution of (13) can be approximated as
For the 20-letter amino acid alphabet this yields the estimate β * ≈ 0.1598.... Because of the restrictions of the genetic code, the amino acid mutation graph is not complete, but a calculation based on the actual mutation graph shows that this only leads to minor deviations from this estimate [60] .
The comparison to numerical simulations [68] and related results for first passage percolation [40] indicate that the bound β * given by setting the right hand side of (11) to unity is tight at least for the complete graph, and presumably also for a rather general class of allelic mutation graphs. An interesting application for which the lower bound provided by (11) suffices is the linear graph ¶, where allele k is allowed to mutate only to the neighbouring alleles k ± 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ a − 2, and the boundary alleles mutate as 0 → 1 and a − 1 → a − 2. For paths connecting the boundary genotypes x, y with τ i (x) = 0 and τ i (y) = a − 1 or vice versa, one finds that β * > 1 for a > 2, which implies that accessible paths do not exist for any value of β ∈ [0, 1].
Accessibility percolation on trees
Computing higher moments of X on the directed hypercube is difficult because different paths can merge and diverge multiple times [25] . The observation that sequence spaces are nevertheless essentially tree-like for large L has motivated a number of studies of accessibility percolation on trees, where this problem does not arise.
We begin with a regular rooted n-tree of height h [44] . The tree has n h leaves and equally many paths of length h + 1 from the root to one of the leaves. The nodes and leaves are labeled by continuous, independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random ¶ A possible biological interpretation of the linear mutation graph is that alleles represent copy-number variants of genes [2] . In this case the assignment of random fitness values is however not very plausible.
numbers, and therefore the probability for a given path to be accessible is 1/(h + 1)!. Since the exponential growth of the number of paths cannot compensate the factorial decrease in probability, the usual first moment bound shows that accessible paths do not exist for h → ∞ for any fixed value of n. One is thus lead to consider trees where the branching number grows with increasing height according to a function n(h). The expected number of accessible paths is then
for large h, which suggests that the transition to high accessibility occurs for linear functions n(h) = λh with λ > λ * ≥ 1/e. In [44] the upper bound λ * ≤ 1 was obtained using the second moment inequality (5), and a subsequent refined analysis showed that the lower bound is tight and λ * = 1/e exactly [56] . The linear growth n ∼ h corresponds to the geometry of the directed hypercube †, which can be viewed as a directed graph whose vertex degree and diameter are both equal to L. The fact that trees with linear growth are marginally accessible is thus consistent with the results for the directed hypercube described in Sec. 2.1.
A similar conclusion can be drawn from a subtly different analysis carried out by Coletti et al. [10] , who consider infinite trees with the branching number at level l given by an increasing function n(l) (the root is located at l = 0). For a linear growth function n(l) = l + 1 the number of leaves (and hence the number of distinct paths from the root) at height h is h!, the same as the number of directed paths on a hypercube of dimension h. Without constraints on the fitness of the root the probability for a path to be accessible is again 1/(h + 1)!. The expected number of paths is
and there is no accessibility for h → ∞. The main result established in [10] is that this case is marginal in the sense that the probability for existence of accessible paths is positive for growth functions n(l) = ⌈(l + 1) γ ⌉ with γ > 1. Instead of letting the branching number of the tree grow with its height, accessibility can also be improved by introducing a bias on the random fitness variables [44] . Specifically, we take the fitness of a node x at distance l from the root to be of the form
where c > 0 and the ξ x are continuous i.i.d. random variables. The linear trend in (18) increases the likelihood of the variables to be in increasing order in a way that depends on the distribution of the ξ x . For the case of the Gumbel distribution, P(ξ x < z) = exp[−e −z ], the ordering probability [20] , which is also the probability for a path of length h to be accessible, can be shown to be given by the expression where
defines the q-factorial of a q-number ‡ [k] q [33] . Note that for q → 1 the standard factorial is retrieved. The result (19) was first derived in the context of record statistics, where it describes the probability for all entries in a sequence of random variables with a linear trend to be records § [20] . Since the product in the denominator of (19) converges for h → ∞, for a tree of fixed branching number n, the expected number of accessible paths grows or shrinks exponentially as [n(1 − e −c )] h for large h. This suggests that the accessibility transition occurs when s ≡ n(1 − e −c ) = 1 or c = c * with
An analysis using the second moment inequality (5) confirms this expectation and moreover provides the lower bound
for c > c * (s > 1) [44] .
Correlated fitness landscapes
Although the assumption of uncorrelated random fitness values is mathematically convenient, it cannot be expected to be biologically realistic. Indeed, analyses of experimental data generally show that real fitness landscapes are less rugged than predicted by the uncorrelated model [4, 15, 21, 63] . For this reason several classes of probabilistic fitness landscapes with tunable fitness correlations have been proposed. In contrast to the uncorrelated case, in these models the rank ordering of genotypes (and hence the accessibility of mutational paths) generally depends on the base distribution of the random variables from which the landscape is constructed. In the following we focus on properties for which this dependence does not matter, and consider biallelic sequence spaces (a = 2) throughout. In the rough Mount Fuji (RMF) model, uncorrelated random fitness values are combined additively with a linear function of the distance to a reference genotype x 0 , such that
with c > 0 and continuous i.i.d. random variables ξ x [43] . This is obviously very similar to the fitness assignment (18) in the tree model with bias discussed in Sec. 3. The RMF ‡ For a related application of q-factorials see [50] . § A similar relation between record statistics and accessibility was described in [10] . For a generalization to nonlinear functions see [49, 51] .
model on the directed hypercube was analyzed by Hegarty and Martinsson [25] , who showed that accessible paths of length L starting at x 0 exist with unit probability for any c > 0 and L → ∞. The effect of the bias in the undirected case is less clearcut, since mutational reversions are discouraged when c > 0. In particular, for c → ∞ all directed paths become accessible and no backsteps can occur. Numerical simulations for small systems suggest that the competition between directed and undirected paths leads to a maximum in the number of accessible paths at an intermediate value of c [29] .
The NK-models originally introduced by Kauffman and Weinberger [31, 32] constitute a popular and versatile class of correlated fitness landscapes that continues to attract the attention of diverse research communities (see [26] for a recent review). The basic structural element of the model are the interaction sets B i ⊂ L of genetic loci, which are subsets of the locus set L = {1, 2, · · · , L}. In the most commonly used setting there are L interaction sets of equal size |B i | = k, 1 ≤ k ≤ L, and moreover it is assumed that locus i belongs to its own interaction set, i ∈ B i . Loci within one interaction set affect each others fitness effects in a random mannner, whereas the fitness effects from different interaction sets combine additively. This is implemented by writing the fitness of a genotype x as a sum over contributions from the interaction sets,
Here the φ 
The functions φ
k for different i are independent. The choice of the interaction sets defines the interaction structure of the model [26, 45] , see Fig. 2 for illustration.
The correlations in the fitness landscape are tuned through the size k of the interaction sets [8] . For k = L every interaction set contains all loci and the model reduces to the uncorrelated landscape. On the other hand, when k = 1 the fitness effects of different loci combine additively according to
where the φ The additive landscape has a unique maximum and all directed paths to the maximum are accessible [66] .
For general k, the analysis of directed accessible paths is relatively straightforward for the block structure shown in the left panel of Fig. 2 [57] . Note first that in this case the L interaction sets fall into b = L/k groups ¶ within which the sets are identical, and therefore only b interaction sets have to be distinguished. Following the setting ¶ We assume here that L is divisible by k. Random structure with k = 2. Loci are assigned randomly to interaction sets subject to the constraints described in the text. Right panel: Star structure with k = 3. Loci 1 and 2 are center loci that are contained in all interaction sets. The interaction sets associated with the remaining 13 ray loci contain only the locus itself and the center loci (modified from [26] ).
originally introduced in [21] , we consider directed paths of length L that end at the global maximum x max of the fitness landscape and start at its antipodal point x max defined by τ i (x max ) = 1 − τ i (x max ). Along such a path each locus has to be mutated once. Since the interaction sets are disjoint, each mutation event occurs in one of the sets and changes only the fitness contribution corresponding to this set (compare to (24) ). In this way the path can be decomposed into b sub-paths of length k on H k 2 , each of which remains within one interaction set. The global path is accessible iff all the sub-paths are. Denoting the number of accessible paths in the interaction set B i by X (i) k , the number of global paths is thus
The combinatorial prefactor describes the number of ways in which a given set of subpaths can be combined into a global path. An immediate consequence is that
Since the fitness contributions within each interaction set are continuous i.i.d. random variables, the statistics of the X (i) k are given by the uncorrelated model discussed in Sect. 2.1. In particular, it follows from (7) that E(X (i) k ) = 1 independent of k, and therefore
Similarly,
where X k is the number of accessible directed paths in the uncorrelated model on H k 2 that end at the global maximum and start at the (unconstrained) antipodal point. The results described in Sec. 2.1 imply that + P(X k ≥ 1) < 1 for any k ≥ 2, and we conclude that
for any fixed k ≥ 2. Taken together, the results (28) and (30) show that the accessibility properties of the NK model with block interactions are strikingly different from those of the uncorrelated model, in that the expected number of accessible paths grows factorially with L, while at the same time the probability that the landscape is accessible vanishes exponentially. It is clear from the second moment inequality (5) that these two statements are compatible only if the coefficient of variation of X block L,k diverges with L. This is indeed the case and follows from the multiplicative structure of (27) [57] .
An early numerical investigation indicated that the accessibility of NK landscapes depends on the interaction structure in a significant and complicated way [22] , but subsequent work has shown that the behaviour of the block structure described above is quite representative at least asymptotically for large L. In brief, it has been proved that for a large class of interaction structures characterized as locally bounded, the probability P(X L,k ≥ 1) vanishes exponentially in L for L → ∞ and any fixed k ≥ 2 [26, 58, 59] . The proof relies on the inevitable existence of a certain local genetic interaction motif known as reciprocal sign epistasis [53] which prevents an accessible path (directed or undirected) from traversing the hypercube and hence decomposes the genotype space into mutually inaccessible domains. Most commonly studied interaction structures, including the random structure depicted in the middle panel of Fig. 2 are locally bounded, but the star structure shown in the right panel of the figure is not.
Paths with valley crossing
In this section we consider the consequences of relaxing the condition of strict monotonicity on accessible paths. Theoretical studies of populations that cross a fitness valley have shown that different dynamic modes for this process have to be distinguished [65] . In small populations * a deleterious mutation that decreases fitness can fix, which implies that the entire population moves to a state of lower fitness and continues its trajectory from there. By contrast, in larger populations a small subpopulation of valley genotypes is maintained by mutation-selection balance, and if a target genotype that is fitter than both the initial and the valley genotypes exists, it can arise by mutation from the valley subpopulation. In the latter case the majority of the population never resides in the valley, and for this reason the process is also known as stochastic tunneling [27] . Increasing population size even further, eventually double mutations become likely. In + Specifically, P(X 2 ≥ 1) = 2/3 and P(X 3 ≥ 1) = 97/210 ≈ 0.462... [57] .
* The condition on the population size is N ∆f ∼ 1, where ∆f = f x − f v > 0 is the fitness difference between the initial genotype x and the valley genotype v. the following we focus on the regime where multiple mutations can be neglected and valleys are crossed either by fixation or stochastic tunneling. These two modes of valley crossing impose different conditions on the fitness values along the evolutionary trajectory [12] . For the fixation mode the crossing event implies an unconditional decreases of the fitness values, after which the monotonic increase in fitness is resumed until the next valley crossing. By contrast, when valley crossing occcurs in the (stochastic) tunneling mode, the mutational step out of the valley has to overcompensate the fitness decrease of the preceding step. Denoting the valley genotype by v, the fitness values along the subtrajectory x → v → x ′ have to satisfy the condition f x ′ > f x > f v , see Fig. 3 for illustration. In the following we examine the effect of allowing for one or several valley crossings on the accessibility of directed paths of length ℓ on the hypercube. Fitness values are drawn independently from the uniform distribution on [0, 1], and the final genotype y is assumed to have maximal fitness, f y = 1.
We first show that a single valley crossing of the fixation type suffices to induce high accessibility. Starting at an arbitrary initial genotype x with fitness f x , we make use of the crossing event in the first step to move to the genotype x 1 that has the lowest fitness among the ℓ available neighbours. The probability distribution function of this fitness value is given by
for large ℓ and small z, and using (6) we conclude that an accessible path will be found with certainty from the second step onwards. The expected number of accessible paths starting from a random fitness value can be shown to grow exponentially as 2 ℓ − ℓ in this setting [12] .
Summary and conclusions

Accessibility and predictability
The results reviewed in the preceding sections reveal a variety of mathematical mechanisms by which evolutionary accessibility can arise in high-dimensional genotype spaces. The directed hypercube with continuous i.i.d. fitness values [9, 21] turns out to be marginally accessible, in the sense that accessible paths exist only if the fitness difference between the initial and final genotype is as large as possible [25] . Allowing for undirected paths lowers the threshold for accessibility to a nontrivial value β * ∈ (0, 1) [6, 34, 38] . In multiallelic sequence spaces β * depends on the graph of allowed mutational transitions on the set of alleles A. If the mutation graph is complete, β * decreases with increasing number of alleles and tends to zero for a → ∞ [60, 68] . When the genotype space is a tree, accessibility percolation occurs as a function of tree geometry [10, 44, 56] or as a function of a bias imposed on the fitness values [44] . Apart from the last example, in all cases the transition is characterized by a discontinuous change of the limiting value of P(X ≥ 1) from 0 to 1.
On correlated fitness landscapes of NK-type, accessibility is determined by the graph of interactions among loci, and accessible paths do not exist for interation structures that are locally bounded [26, 58, 59 ]. This general result as well as the results for the explicitly solvable block model [57] show that, despite being less rugged (more correlated) than the uncorrelated model, NK-landscapes are much less accessible. Evolutionary accessibility is thus not strictly linked to other measures of fitness landscape ruggedness such as the number of local fitness maxima [63] .
The concept of accessible paths was originally introduced in the context of evolutionary predictability. Following the interpretation that Weinreich et al. applied to their seminal experiment on antibiotic resistance evolution [67] , the evolutionary trajectories connecting an initial to a final genotype are highly predictable if a small but nonzero number of accessible pathways exist. Referring to the results described in Sect. 2, we see that this condition is approximately satisfied for the directed hypercube with β = 1, where lim L→∞ P(X ≥ 1) = 1 and the expected number of paths is equal to L and hence much smaller than the total number of paths L!. For the undirected hypercube at β > β * the number of accessible paths increases exponentially in L but is still much smaller than the total number of paths. In this sense the uncorrelated model can be said to conform to the scenario of high predictability envisioned in [67] . However, the results for the NK-models discussed in Sect. 4 show that other scenarios are possible as well. According to Eqs (28, 30) , in the NK-model with block interactions accessible paths typically do not exist, but if they do their number grows factorially in L, leading to low predictability.
Accessible paths and evolutionary dynamics
Formalizing evolutionary accessibility through fitness-monotonic mutational paths is conceptually appealing, because it does not require any assumptions about the evolutionary dynamics.
On the other hand, this simplification also limits the applicability of the theory to actual evolutionary processes.
The paradigm of evolutionary dynamics underlying the notion of accessible paths, known as the strong selection-weak mutation (SSWM) regime, applies in a window of population size N where mutations are rare † †, Nµ ≪ 1, and selection is strong, N|∆f | ≫ 1 [24, 46] . Under these conditions the population is almost always monomorphic and can evolve only by fixing beneficial mutations, which implies that it is constrained to move along accessible paths. The SSWM framework allows one to assign a weight to each accessible path, which is given by the product of the relative fixation probabilities along the path. Empirical studies indicate that these weights are often strongly concentrated on a small number of paths [36, 67] . As a consequence the evolutionary predictability may be even higher than expected based only on the number of accessible paths.
However, evolving populations are myopic and lack the foresight required to determine which of the many available paths will eventually lead to high fitness. Studies of SSWM dynamics on the L-dimensional hypercube with uncorrelated fitness values have shown that adaptive walks governed by local dynamics typically terminate at a local fitness peak after ∼ ln L steps and are thus much shorter than the accessible paths considered in this chapter [18, 37, 42, 46] . Greedy adaptive walks that always fix the most beneficial mutation terminate already after e − 1 ≈ 1.718 steps [47] . Walks following a (biologically unrealistic) 'reluctant' dynamics by always choosing the smallest available positive fitness difference take O(L) steps but do not reach fitness levels comparable to the globally maximal fitness [45] . The behaviour of adaptive walks on correlated fitness landscapes is more complex, but studies of the RMF model have shown that the available, long accessible paths are dynamically relevant only if the bias parameter c in (23) is sufficiently large and/or the distribution of the random component ξ x is sufficiently heavy tailed [49, 50, 51] . Typical walk lengths in the NK-model at fixed k are of the order of (but smaller than) L [45] .
When the population size increases beyond the weak mutation regime additional complications arise. On the one hand, the simultaneous presence of multiple mutation clones in the population implies an advantage for mutations of large beneficial effect, such that the dynamics becomes increasingly greedy and hence deterministic [28, 50] . On the other hand, a higher mutation rate facilitates the crossing of fitness valleys, which strongly increases the number of available paths. A detailed numerical study has shown that the distinguished role of fitness-monotonic paths is largely lost in this regime, and moreover the interplay of the two effects mentioned above leads to a non-monotonic dependence of predictability on population size [64] .
Taken together, the considerations sketched in this section make it clear that the investigation of accessible paths only constitutes a first step towards a broader understanding of evolutionary predictability.
